
For almost two years in World War II, a Polish 
Catholic woman risked her life to help three Jewish 

families hide from the Nazis. Three Penn State 
filmmakers—one with a very personal connection 

to the story—tell the tale of endurance and courage.
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then. To the farm town of Sokal. To this road. To this
house. They don’t even know if the house will still be
standing. The one with the pigsty that has a hayloft
above it—the hayloft where the three of them lived with
their parents for 20 months, hiding from the Nazis. 

Maltz knows that, when the group turns the corner at
the top of the hill, there’s going to be a reaction. In fact,
she’s counting on it. It’s a critical moment in the story
she’s telling here. It’s why, several years ago, she
approached Penn State film professor Barbara Bird
with an idea: “I want you to come with me to Eastern
Europe to film a documentary about my family and the
Holocaust.” And it’s why Bird signed on, and why she
enlisted the expertise of another College of Communica-
tions faculty member, Richie Sherman. 

And that’s why all of them have come here, too, to
Sokal. Now, finally, they’re about to capture on film the
moment that Maltz envisioned back when this project
was just a seed in her mind. Sherman has his camera
set up at the top of the hill. Maltz’s husband, telecom-
munications faculty member Amit Schejter, holds the

microphone. And Bird directs the scene: Judy Maltz
leading her family to the site where they spent the
worst years of their lives. 

Maltz is well aware that she’s out of her element.
She’s never made a movie before, much less been in a
movie. She’s a print journalist by trade, with a career
that included writing for Ha’aretz, the Jerusalem Post,
the Financial Times, and Reuters. She’s told hundreds
of stories over the years, but always from the perspec-
tive of the outside looking in. That’s what she ham-
mers into the brains of her journalism students at
Penn State—reporters must be objective. But she’s
never before told a story like this, one in which she
couldn’t possibly be objective.

Because, without this story, she wouldn’t be here to
tell any at all. 

Maltz, who is 46, has known the details of this
saga since she was a child, spending afternoons two
doors down the street from her own home, at her
grandparents’ house in Newark, N.J., where the family
settled after the war. Her father, Herb, who was only 6
years old when his family went into hiding in that
hayloft in Sokal in 1942, didn’t talk about it at all. 

“When he left there,” Maltz says, “he turned a page.” 
But her grandparents told her everything. Maltz asked

question after question, feeling both fascinated and hor-
rified, even though the stories weren’t especially unusual.
Most of her friends’ parents were Holocaust survivors.
They lived in a community where everyone had stories
like these—about yellow stars and ghettos and foraging
for food, about labor camps and typhoid, about friends
being shot for being too weak to work, about roundups
that filled mass graves, about trains taking hundreds of

Jews away. And some of
her friends’ stories went
beyond that—to the
death camps, and to the
ovens. 

Even so, her grand-
parents’ stories were harrowing. And they didn’t hold
back. They didn’t try to protect their granddaughter
from the truth of what happened to them, so much so
that, now, Maltz wonders if she may have been too
young then to truly comprehend the magnitude of their
tales. Like when her grandparents, Moshe and Chana,
who were 41 and 33 at the time, were hiding in the
hayloft, along with 11 others—their 6-year-old son,
Herb (who would become Maltz’s father), Moshe’s 61-
year-old mother, his brother and three sisters, his young
niece, and another family of four, the Kindlers. One day
in the hayloft, as they all listened to the sound of gun-
shots coming from the Jewish ghetto, their 4-year-old
niece, Fay, started to cry. She wailed for hours. No mat-

ter what they did, she
wouldn’t stop. Terrified
that the sound would alert
the Nazis to their hideout
and they would all be
killed, the group—includ-
ing Fay’s mother—decided
they had to do something.
So the doctor hiding with
them gave Fay a spoonful of
poison. As her eyes fell shut,
they all sat in silence. Her
mother whispered, “I forgive you for what you have
done to my child.” Then, just as the child’s limp body
was about to be removed from the hayloft, the doctor
felt a faint pulse. “This child is alive!” he said. They felt
certain that the miracle was a sign from God—that Fay
was meant to live. Fay’s mother—only then allowing
herself to cry—folded her daughter into her arms. 

Maltz’s grandparents shared an even more unbear-
able memory. A month before the Maltzes went into
hiding in the hayloft, the Nazis began rounding up Jews
for a mass deportation. While Moshe took care of the
rest of the family, Chana rushed frantically to find a
place in the Sokal ghetto to hide her children. She
pushed her son, then 5, into a woodpile, covered him
with logs, told him not to make a sound, then stole away
to an attic with her 14-month-old daughter. She heard

the police enter the house, searching
for Jews. Chana’s baby began to cry.
The Nazis, hearing a child crying in
the attic, sent a Jewish policeman up
to bring down whomever was hiding
there. The policeman saw Chana and
her baby. He whispered to Chana
that he couldn’t come down empty-
handed—the Germans knew there
was a child in the attic. Chana didn’t
know what to do. Bring the baby
down herself and turn them both in?
But what if her husband had already
been captured? What, then, would
happen to her son? The policeman

said to her, “You stay here. Perhaps you
will survive and live to have other good
Jewish babies.” And so Chana allowed
the policeman to take her baby away. 

As painful as the stories were, they
were softened by the tales of Francisca
Halamajowa. The Maltzes never knew
exactly why a Polish Catholic woman in
her late 50s decided to risk her own life
to save them. Yes, she had known the
Maltzes for years and, yes, she hated
the Nazis. But to go so far as to hide 13
Jews in the hayloft above her pigsty,
and to cook and care for them, even
after neighbors began to suspect and
threatened to turn her in? And those
13 Jews didn’t realize until Sokal was

liberated by the Russians in 1944 that she had also been
hiding another Jewish family in the cellar beneath her
kitchen—even as German soldiers had set up camp on
her property and were living in her home. When one of
the soldiers defected, she hid him as well, in her attic. Of
the 6,000 Jews who lived in Sokal before the war, only
30 survived it. Halamajowa had saved half of them. 

As a child in the 1950s, Maltz watched every Decem-
ber as her grandparents packed boxes with clothes and
money and M&Ms and sent them to the Halamajowa
family for the holidays—even after Francisca died in
1960. She knew her grandfather kept a photo of Hala-
majowa in the top drawer of his dresser. Yet, it wasn’t
until he came to live with her parents in 1988 that
Maltz learned about the details in his diary. By then he
was in his late 80s, and not entirely lucid, but she often
saw him sitting in a chair, reading the diary he’d kept

Of the 6,000 Jews in Sokal before 
the war, only 30 survived it. 

Francisca Halamajowa saved half of them.
{                       }

Judy Maltz leads the way up the dirt road, around the corner,
to the house. Her father, her aunt, and a close family friend fol-
low close behind—the three of them have not been back here
since they were children, 63 years ago. They have not been
back to this corner of the Ukraine, which was Poland back

BRAVE LIVES: (Above) Francisca
Halamajowa with daughter Hela;
(right) Fay as a young girl; (page
43, clockwise from top left) the
Kindlers; Fay and her mother;
Halamajowa and her family; the
extended Maltz family; Herb
Maltz (at right) and family.



Mrs. Halamajowa brought them hot water bottles and
hot bricks—eventually even whiskey—to help them stay
warm. It was harder, though, to stay quiet. When they
felt a sneeze coming on, they held their noses to stifle it.
One person always stayed awake at night to wake any-
one who was snoring. And, of course, there was the hor-
rible incident with 4-year-old Fay. They would do any-
thing—they had to do anything—to make sure that no
one in the yard, or on the road, or walking to the out-
house, not Halamajowa’s boarders or her neighbors
who shared her home like a duplex, heard a sound. The
squeals from the pigs and chickens helped. 

The fact that the Maltz family was even there hap-
pened by chance. Sometime after the Nazis invaded
Sokal in June 1941, Moshe’s mother had asked Hala-
majowa if she knew of any people who might hide
their family if the Germans began deporting Jews, as
they were already doing in other towns. Already, 400
Jewish men had been marched to a brick factory on
the outskirts of town and shot. The Nazis had confis-
cated most Jewish property. Instead of working any
longer as a cattle dealer, Moshe lined up with other
Jews in the town square at 7:00 a.m. to be assigned
work. Halamajowa knew that the situation for Sokal’s
Jews was dire. She showed Moshe’s mother the
hayloft, then offered it to her. 

Mother was surprised and deeply touched by Mrs.

Halamajowa’s offer, Moshe wrote in the diary. “You’d
really give us shelter at your own home, in your own
hayloft?” she asked. “Why not?” Mrs. Halamajowa
replied. Later, she explained to Moshe, “To me, all good
people are the same. I want to help any good and
decent people.” 

But, as desperately as she tried, she couldn’t help
them all. During the summer after the final deportation,
Moshe’s younger sister, 31-year-old Chaye Dvora, began
running a fever. The doctor gave her as much medicine
as he had, plus some opiates Halamajowa bought for
her. They even removed shingles from the roof so, at
night at least, she could breathe some fresh air. But the
fever didn’t subside. 

Chaye Dvora is moaning nonstop now, Moshe
wrote. Then, suddenly, silence in the hayloft. No more
moaning. No more crying. I have just seen my
youngest sister die.

They all took turns looking out through a crack in the
wall of the hayloft, watching Halamajowa in the garden
behind her house, measuring out a grave for Chaye
Dvora under an apple tree. When it was dark, Moshe
and his brother helped bury their sister. They had no
way of knowing that, in 10 months, the Russians would
liberate Sokal and that on July 19, 1944, all 12 of them
would climb down from the hayloft and walk back to
what was left of their town, though their legs would
barely work after so many months of not moving at all. 

Our mother never looks out through the crack in the
hayloft wall anymore, Moshe wrote after his sister’s
death. She can’t bear to see the apple tree beneath which
her youngest daughter is buried.

Ever since she first read the diary, Judy Maltz
knew that something should be done with it. Moshe’s
two sons had already translated it from Yiddish to
English and published it as a book, Years of Horror,
Glimpse of Hope, and the original copy was preserved at
Yad Vashem, the national Holocaust memorial in
Jerusalem. But an idea brewed inside Judy Maltz for
years, even after Moshe died in 1992. One thought kept
rising to the surface: “I want to take them back there.”
Her father, her aunt, one of the Kindler boys—she
wanted to travel back to Eastern Europe with them. But
that wasn’t all. She also wanted to take the grandchil-
dren of Mrs. Halamajowa. She wanted them to meet
there, in Sokal—the grandchildren of the rescuer and
three of the people whose lives she saved. 

They were listening to the worst—as well as the last—
deportation of Jews from Sokal. And they were afraid
that they would be found. The 13 of them—nine adults
and four children—were packed into one room with six-
foot-high ceilings that sloped down on the sides. No
windows. No fresh air. Only bales of hay and the fleas
that lived in them, plus the small amount of daylight
that seeped in through the cracks in the wall. In one
corner, a cotton sheet screened off the bucket they used
as a toilet. Mrs. Halamajowa (as Moshe always referred
to her in his writing) emptied it each day, mixing its
contents with the slop from the pigs in the sty below
them, so none of her neighbors would suspect any peo-
ple were there. 

It had been a long seven months. The winter had
been so frigid that they’d wake in the morning to find a
thin sheet of ice on their blankets. The snow fell
through the cracks in the ceiling and covered the floor.
Along with the daily newspapers and three meals a day,

from 1939 until they left Sokal for good in 1945. 
“They say, when you get old and your mind starts

going, the past is more real than the present,” Maltz
says. 

That, she suspects, was why her grandfather turned to
the diary in the last years of his life. Why he sat and read
it every day, over and over, until the pages started to
come apart. 

We hear a series of explosions, Moshe Maltz
wrote in his diary in May 1943. He was 41 years old,
crouched with his family inside the dark hayloft where
they had been hiding for seven months. It sounds to me
as if the Germans are lobbing hand grenades into the
cellars where they think Jews may be hiding. We lie
motionless, as if turned to stone. Before long, we hear
shouts and screams from the direction of the ghetto….
We hear shooting all day long. We feel as if every shot
has gone through our hearts. We know that each bullet
will hit one of our own people in the ghetto. We hear
screams—Jews screaming, struggling against death….

Nine adults and four children were packed into a 
hayloft with no windows or fresh air—only bales of hay 

and the fleas that lived in them.
{                          }
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LINKED DESTINIES: The diary kept by Moshe Maltz (photo at left) records
the families’ years hiding from the Nazis with the help of Francisca 
Halamajowa (below, center, with her family).



“Let me think about it,” he said. And he thought
about it. And days later, he called. 

“I really don’t want to go,” he said. “But I think it’s
important for you. And for the grandchildren to know
the story. And for the great-grandchildren.” Because
there were grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
There were Maltz’s own four children. And, of course,
there was Maltz, who wouldn’t be here herself, who
wouldn’t exist at all, had it not been for a hayloft and a
woman who said, “Why not?” If this wasn’t Maltz’s
story, then whose story was it?

Which is why, on film, it is Maltz in the frame, lead-
ing her father and her Aunt Fay and their family friend
up the dirt road they haven’t walked on since it was
known 63 years ago as the Street of Our Lady. Not
much has changed in this place since they left. The
crumbled remnants of the synagogue are still here, on
the edge of what was the ghetto. The brick factory
where the 400 Jews were executed in 1941 is in ruins
on the outskirts of town. The train station is still there.
So is the house that the Maltz family lived in before the
war. And, at the top of the hill, around the corner, is
Francisca Halamajowa’s little house. 

“Oh my God,” Maltz’s father says. 
A new family lives here now—a woman and her four

children. The original pigsty and hayloft are gone; a
new, smaller pigsty stands in its place. There are chick-
ens and ducks in the neighbor’s yard, and big gardens
stretching out behind the homes.  

And then the survivors see it. At the
edge of the garden. The centerpiece of
the view they had for 20 months of their
lives, what they stared at every day
through the cracks in the hayloft. 

The apple tree. 
No one expected it to be here. Not the

filmmakers. Not the survivors—these
people who do not cry, who have not
cried, who almost died from crying.
They begin to cry in the garden. Like all
of them, the tree has survived. 

But their story doesn’t stop there—and that’s exactly
why Maltz had to bring them back, why Maltz had to be
there. That’s why this is her story, too.

They see there are apples on the tree—that this tree is
still growing, as well. 

Vicki Glembocki is a freelance writer in Philadelphia and for-
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“That’s what’s interesting about this story,” says Bar-
bara Bird, the director of the documentary, which will
be called No. 4 Street of Our Lady. “We all know about
the Holocaust. There are all kinds of Holocaust stories.
But here we have a group of people, 60 years later, fac-
ing their past. They’re going back to see what that place
means to them now, how it contributes to who they are

now. That’s what makes this story relevant. And Judy is
part of that process.”

Maltz, however, doesn’t entirely agree. She and Bird
have been arguing about it. Maltz just can’t get past the
journalist in her, who is used to being on the outside,
who knows it’s so much easier to tell a fair story if she’s
not a part of it. Plus, she doesn’t want the film to focus
too much on her family—not when there were two
other families saved, as well as the family of the woman
who saved them.

“Yes, I’m part of the family,” she says. “But I’m a gen-
eration removed. I wasn’t there.” 

“This movie is about the past informing the pre-
sent—Judy, you are the present,” Bird retorts, sitting in
Maltz’s living room in State College as they work on the
final edit of the film. “You are the catalyst. You’re the
guide. Your passion takes us through this. There

wouldn’t be a movie without you.”
That, certainly, is true. Because it was Judy Maltz

who had to ask her 72-year-old Orthodox Jewish father
if he’d consider flying back to the place where he lost his
grandfather, his aunt, his sister. It was Maltz who sat
down with him on the porch of her home in State Col-
lege and asked him point-blank: “How do you feel
about going back to Sokal?” 

“I never wanted to go back there,” he said. 
“I’m thinking about doing a movie about it.”

No. 4 Street of Our Lady, which will premiere March 1 at
the State Theatre in State College, took three years to
produce. College of Communications faculty members
Barbara Bird, Judy Maltz, and Richie Sherman traveled
throughout the U.S., as well as to Israel and Ukraine, to
shoot film, gather material, and conduct interviews. 

Two of the key characters in the story are no longer
living. Francisca Halamajowa, the woman who saved 15
Jews in Sokal, Poland, from the Nazis during World War
II, died in 1960. Moshe Maltz—Judy’s grandfather, who
was one of those Jews and who kept a diary of the expe-
rience—died in 1992. But the filmmakers were able to
interview several surviving Jews who had been rescued
by Halamajowa, as well as two Holocaust scholars.

The 90-minute film uses the entries in Moshe Maltz’s
diary (which was published in book form in 1996) as a
timeline, weaving his written recollections together
with interviews with survivors and their descendants,
as well as stories that the Halamajowa family has
handed down over the years. The film also incorpo-
rates old videotape, home movies, and testimony dis-
covered in Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial
museum in Jerusalem. 

In July 2007, the filmmakers brought three of the sur-
vivors and Halamajowa’s two granddaughters back to
Sokal (now in Ukraine), where they spent eight days
filming. With the help of Moshe Maltz’s diary and local

residents, they
found the house
at No. 4 Street of
Our Lady where
Halamajowa hid
the Jewish fami-
lies.

Bird, Maltz, and
Sherman plan to
take No. 4 Street
of Our Lady to
festivals around
the United

States, Europe, and Israel. They also hope to create a
DVD with subtitles in Hebrew, German, Polish, and
Ukrainian, as well as a teaching kit for schools and uni-
versities. Much of the project has been funded by pri-
vate donations, and a campaign is under way to raise
the remaining money needed for postproduction and
distribution. More information about the film is avail-
able at www.angelside.org.

She wanted them to meet in Sokal—the 
grandchildren of the rescuer and three of the people

whose lives she had saved.
{                       }

No. 4 Street of Our Lady represents a collaboration
among three faculty in Penn State’s College of Communi-
cations:
• BARBARA BIRD (at left in photo) is a documentary film-
maker and an associate professor of communications.
Filmmaking is a second career for her: She spent 20 years
as a surgical nurse before earning her M.F.A. in
radio/TV/film from Northwestern University. Her film-
making often deals with social justice and issues of con-
cern to women. She has won awards for two of her docu-
mentaries: Handmaidens (1995), a look at the stresses
that nurses face, and Album (2002), based on her family
archive of 8mm film.
• JUDY MALTZ, a senior lec-
turer, is a journalist with
more than 20 years of expe-
rience. She spent seven
years as the senior eco-
nomic correspondent in
Jerusalem for the newspa-
per Ha’aretz and later cov-

ered the first Iraq War as deputy editor of Ha’aretz’s
English edition. For five years she wrote a biweekly col-
umn on economic and social issues for the international
Jewish magazine The Jerusalem Report. She also has
been a writer for the Jerusalem Post, the Financial Times
of London, and the Jerusalem bureau of Reuters. 
• RICHIE SHERMAN, an independent filmmaker, has
worked as a cinematographer on three narrative feature
films, two feature documentaries, and more than 40
shorts. Among his works are The Green Grass of Twilight
(2007), an experimental film set in a cemetery, and demo-
lition 7 (2005), about the experience of participating in a

demolition derby.
Sherman, who has an
M.F.A. in film from
Ohio University, is
assistant professor of
communications and
adviser to the Penn
State Student Film
Organization. 

About the Filmmakers{ }

About the Film{ }
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